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Uniquely Me! (Noodlebug Activities for Hands-On Learning) (Spanish
and English Edition)
Help stimulate early
learning with this start smart activity book!
Children can explore
the amazing things that make them special
in
Uniquely Me! They can join
Noodlebug for one-of-a-kind fun while
using their noodle to solve problems, play
games, and act out stories
and rhymes.
Designed by early
childhood expert Dr. Pam Schiller and
based on 7
Essential Brain Builders,
Uniquely Me! features delightfully
illustrated activities, interactive stickers,
and a Noodlebug poster
for hands-on
learning fun!
With
friendly and loveable Noodlebug at their
side, young children use
their noodle
to solve problems and learn through play.
Each book in
this Noodlebug
Activities for Hands-On Learning series
includes engaging education activities,
large colorful stickers, a
Noodlebug
poster, and suggestions for family-friendly
activities. This
amazing series for
children ages 2 to 5 and developed by an
early
childhood expert will give
children the extra boost they need for
learning success!
Collect all 4 titles in this series and also for
more learning fun with
Noodlebug,
look for the award-winning Noodlebug
DVDs and story books!
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